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Signature
Collection

Stunning design
and unique luxury
finishes combine
to create this
complete collection
of striking basins
and quality furniture.
The exclusive
signature collection
offers beauty
and function,
idea for both
contemporary and
traditional bathroom
environments.
Cover
Motif basin
Motif vanity
Motif mirror
This page
Latis 1600 bath
Geo double Washplane®

CDESIGN
The uncomplicated
aesthetics of the
CDesign collection
represent a rigorously
simple geometric
form, flexible design
and understated
detailing.

CDesign 1620 double basin
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CDesign 620 basin
CDesign 620 cabinet
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CDesign 1330 basin
CDesign 1330 cabinet
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CDesign 1330 double basin
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CDesign micro 485 basin
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LILLI
Lilli provides
a sophisticated
sculptural feature
for the bathroom
with smooth curves
and classic Omvivo
solid surface.

Lilli 400 basin
La la stool
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Lilli bath
Lilli 550 basins
Lilli 550 mirrors
La la stool
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POND™
The timeless
elegance of the
Pond™ basin
adds classic
understated style
to the bathroom.

Pond™ basin
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DUNE
Dune is inspired by
the omnipresent
ever-changing
undulations of
sand dunes.
Dunes imitation of
the landscape brings
a natural element
into the bathroom
environment which
is both elegant
and unique.

Dune wall basin
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LATIS
Inspired by the
fundamentals of
tradition and quality,
Latis is a truly
luxurious bathroom
collection with
eternal appeal.

Latis rectangular basin
Latis timber trestle
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Latis round basin
Latis timber trestle

Latis 1600 bath

Latis 1600 bath
Latis timber bath end
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Latis 1600 bath
Latis timber bath end
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Latis oval bath
Latis round basin
Latis timber trestle
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ARKI
Arki’s sleek, minimal
lines combine with
clever and attractive
proportions, creating
a chic basin with
subtle impact.

Arki 900 basin
Solid surface white waste cap
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Arki 700 basin
Arki 900 basin
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Arki 470 basin
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MOTIF
Motif features unique
artistic details, which
transcends the
basin itself by
creating beautiful
shadowed patterns
on the surrounding
bench top.

Motif kaleidoscope basin
Motif vanity
Motif mirror
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Motif forest basin
Motif mirror
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Motif pebble basin
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MONO
The clean lines
and elegant shallow
vessel show a
restrained aesthetic
that still retains a
powerful presence,
ideal for the
modern bathroom.

Mono basin
Mono basin and pedestal
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KL
The distinctive design
of the KL basin
with contemporary
lines and gentle
waterfall-like qualities,
provides a striking
centrepiece for any
bathroom.

KL basin with softskin
La la stool
KL basin
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WASHPLANE®
Beautiful and
architecturally
significant, the
Omvivo Washplane®
is the ultimate in
exclusive bathroom
luxury. Designed to
simplify yet enhance
the washing ritual,
the striking
Washplane®
is used to create
tranquil bathroom
retreats to be
experienced
every day.
Geo 1200 single Washplane®
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Geo 1600 double Washplane®
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Onda 1200 single Washplane®
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Onda 2100 double Washplane®
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LE COB BATH
The sculptural design,
luxurious comfort and complete
experience the Le Cob bath
offers, position this bath as
the ultimate bathing vessel.
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Le cob bath
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About

CDesign

Basins
Unique design and beautiful, superior quality materials
combine to produce the exclusive Omvivo Signature
Range. To eliminate water waste and for best performance
an outlet using 5-7 litres per minute is recommended for all
Omvivo basins.
Individual basins may require further specific attributes
for the outlet or faucet, please refer to the drawings and
additional information for details.
Omvivo basins are supplied with a polished chrome pop
up plug and waste and the KL is supplied with a waste and
unique stainless steel grate.
A solid surface white waste cap is available for selected
basins.

Basins
The CDesign range offers five contemporary and functional
basins in solid surface and Softskin options. The family
includes the Micro 485 basin, ideal for powder rooms and
compact bathrooms, 620 and 1330 single bowl basins and
two sizes of double basin, 1330 and 1620.
The single basins have an option of left or right hand bowls
and all basins can be bench or wall mounted with wall
or hob mounted taps. Each basin has an overflow and is
supplied with a polished chrome pop up plug and waste.

Baths
Omvivo baths are created from solid surface and are
beautifully designed to enhance the bathing experience
while creating a feature in the bathroom.
Each Omvivo bath is supplied with a white solid surface
plug and pop up waste.
Furniture
The Omvivo cabinets are designed specifically to
compliment the Omvivo basins. Omvivo source a range of
quality finishes that are not only durable but ecologically
advanced for their furniture designs, providing stylish
and practical storage solutions for a variety of bathroom
environments.
Omvivo’s timber powder coating is an effective, durable
finish that matches the colour and matte surface of the
basins beautifully. It completely encapsulates each panel so
the appearance is consistent inside and out.
Omvivo’s American oak, an attractive warm timber finish,
adds a natural element to the bathroom and offers a
beautiful contrast with solid surface basins and other basin
finishes. Contact Omvivo for other available finish options.
Solid surface
Omvivo’s Solid surface finishes have a wonderful smooth
matt surface that is hard wearing, durable and easy to
maintain, ideal for residential and commercial applications.
Omvivo solid surface is non porous making it extremely
stain resistant, scratches and marks can be cleaned or
buffed out and in some cases it’s even repairable when
damaged.
Softskin
Softskin is a finish that provides a unique two tone effect
available in two colours. With its soft tactile surface,
Softskin is a contemporary and playful way of introducing
colour and contrast into your bathroom.

CDesign 620 cabinet

CDesign 1330 basin

Furniture
The CDesign cabinets are made in Australia and are
designed specifically to partner the CDesign basins.
The wall mounted cabinets all have smooth soft close
mechanisms except the CDesign micro cabinet which has
a left or right hinged door.
Finishes

1330 mm

620 mm

215 mm

430 mm

430 mm

430 mm

735 mm

525 mm

115 mm

173 mm

350 mm

Note: Basin can be ordered with a left or right hand bowl
CDesign 1330 cabinet

CDesign 1330 double basin

1330 mm

1330 mm

Vanity
215 mm

430 mm

430 mm

400 mm

209 mm

930 mm

Powder coat white
Basins
Solid surface white

525 mm

110 mm

173 mm

350 mm

CDesign micro 485 basin
485 mm

CDesign 1330 double cabinet

CDesign 1620 double basin
150 mm

1330 mm

1620 mm

300 mm

215 mm
166 mm

430 mm

430 mm

166 mm

90 mm

145 mm

500 mm

260 mm
1120 mm

Note: Basin can be ordered with a left or right hand bowl

110 mm

173 mm

CDesign 620 basin

525 mm
350 mm

620 mm

Solid surface
215 mm
430 mm

Furniture
Powder coat white

CDesign 1620 double cabinet
1620 mm

CDesign micro 485 cabinet
Solid surface
white

Solid surface
night

Solid surface
white waste cap*

Softskin

270 mm

173 mm

485 mm
185 mm

115 mm

430 mm

300 mm

Note: Basin can be ordered with a left or right hand bowl
428 mm

Softskin
charcoal

Softskin
tapestry beige

280 mm
525 mm
350 mm

*Note: Not available for Motif, Pond™ or Washplane®
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Lilli

Pond™

Latis

Basins
The Lilli basins with their smooth curves are available
in solid surface and Softskin options. The 400mm and
550mm basins can be wall mounted as well as installed
onto a bench top. Lilli can be supplied with or without a tap
hole and the Lilli 550 basin has an overflow. Each basin is
supplied with a polished chrome pop up plug and waste.

The classically elegant Pond™ basin is lifted off the bench
top by the spacer, creating the appearance of a floating
vessel and allowing for easy cleaning. Pond™ is a beautiful
addition to any bathroom. Available in solid surface, Pond
comes with a polished chrome pop up plug and waste and
spacer.

Basins
The Latis collection offers a sculptural round 420mm basin
and rectangular 600mm basin in solid surface and Softskin
options. Latis will enhance both modern and traditional
spaces, giving you stunning design with necessary
function.
Each basin is supplied with a polished chrome pop up plug
and waste.

Baths
Lilli bath’s soft, sculptural lines create a statement for
the bathroom. Enhancing the bath’s appeal is its depth,
which allows users to soak in ultimate relaxation. Created
from solid surface, the Lilli bath can be customised with
Omvivo’s unique Softskin option. The Lilli bath has an
overflow for peace of mind and is supplied with a white
solid surface plug and pop up waste.

Basin
Solid surface white

Basins
Solid surface white
Lilli 400 basin

Dune

Lilli 550 basin

Created from solid surface and available in white or night,
Dune brings a natural element into the bathroom that is
a work of art, yet has a functional bowl and practical side
ledge. Dune has a unique elegant flowing form and is
supplied with arms for wall mounting. The arms, created
from stainless steel are designed to attach to studs or
supports in a 90mm cavity wall. A 150mm wall outlet is
recommended, with the water falling at a 90 degree angle
directly down onto the vessel.
Basin
Solid surface white
Solid surface night

Furniture
American oak with American oak shelf
American oak with solid surface white shelf
Latis trestle

Furniture
The Latis trestle is a sophisticated yet uncomplicated piece
of furniture and is designed to partner the Latis basins.
Choose the all timber trestle or add a solid surface shelf to
complement the trestle beautifully and contrast or match
the finish of the basin.
Baths
The Latis collection offers two bath options, the first is the
freestanding 1600 Latis bath. Created from solid surface,
it’s luxuriously deep yet compact to suit most bathrooms.
The bath is available on its own, or with the practical timber
storage end.
The second is the Latis oval bath. An elegantly sculptural
piece following the curvaceous profile of the Latis basins.
Both baths are created in solid surface and are supplied
with a white solid surface pop up plug and waste and have
an overflow.

Baths
Solid surface white
Solid surface white with American oak end
Latis 1600 bath

Finishes

American oak

Solid surface
white

Basins
Solid surface white
Latis round basin

Latis 1600 bath with timber end

Bath
Solid surface white
Lilli bath

Note: Basin can be ordered with a left or right hand bowl

Latis rectangular basin

Latis oval bath

Mirror
Rose gold copper free mirror
Silver copper free mirror
Lilli mirror
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Arki

Motif

Mono

Washplane®

Basins
Featuring a contemporary capsule-shaped bowl the
Arki range is slim-line to complement the narrowest
of bathrooms, and fully moulded for ease of cleaning.
Created in solid surface, Arki basins can be wall mounted
or installed on furniture. The Arki 700 offset basin can be
ordered with left or right hand bowl. The 470 and 900
basins feature centre bowls. Each Arki basin has an
overflow, can be ordered with or without a tap hole and is
supplied with a polished chrome pop up plug and waste.

Basins
The Motif basins are an art piece for the bathroom, they
can initiate the approach to a bathroom design or enhance
the style of an existing one. Created from a combination
of solid surface and glass with subtle fall to the waste,
the Motif basin is available in three hand etched patterns
Forest, Kaleidoscope and Pebble. Supplied with a polished
chrome pop up plug and waste with a spacer, the basin
floats above the bench top accentuating the patterns and
creating stunning reflections on the vanity.

Basin
The Mono basin is a shallow vessel that offers a luxurious
element to any bathroom. The Mono basin can be
partnered with the chic cylindrical pedestal or installed on
bathroom furniture. Created in solid surface with Softskin
options available and supplied with a polished chrome pop
up plug and waste and overflow.

Basins
Solid surface white

Furniture
The Motif vanity is a beautifully elegant piece specifically
designed to complement the Motif basins, and will also suit
many other styles of basin. It offers a discreet partitioned
drawer and is supplied with two hand turned solid timber
legs, all painted white. The vanity is finished with a solid
surface bench top.

The Omvivo Washplane® is one of the most luxurious
bathroom fittings available and is designed to simplify,
yet enhance the bathroom experience.
Each Washplane® is designed in Australia to superior
standards. The two styles, Geo and Onda are available
in a range of unique finishes in a variety of sizes and are
supplied with the hardware and drainage system to be
installed into a cavity wall. The single 800mm Washplane®
requires a 150mm length wall outlet while all other sizes
require a 200mm wall outlet. The outlet should have a
cascade style aerator, use no more than 7 litres per minute
and have the water falling at a 90 degree angle, directly
onto the Washplane® top.

Arki 470 basin

Patterns

Furniture
The Mono pedestal is designed specifically to complement
the Mono basin and is available in solid surface with
Softskin options. Offering a luxurious alternative to a
standard wall basin or furniture, the Mono pedestal is a
sophisticated feature for the modern bathroom.
Basin
Solid surface white
Mono basin

Outlet detail for single 800 Washplane®

Forest

Arki 700 basin

Kaleidoscope

Geo Washplane®
Solid surface white

Pebble

Basins
Solid surface white with etched glass

Furniture
Solid surface white

The generous structure and sharp lines of the Geo
Washplane® offers strong uncomplicated design.
Custom sizes available.

Mono pedestal
Geo single 800

Geo single 1200
Note: Basin can be ordered with a left or right hand bowl
Arki 900 basin

Furniture
White painted timber with solid surface white bench top
Vanity

KL
The KL basin is a uniquely modern design wtih gentle
waterfall qualities. The KL is unlike traditional vessels as it
does not hold water, it simply falls on the basin and flows
to the back into the stainless steel grate. The KL can be
wall mounted or installed on a bench top with wall mounted
tapware. A 250mm wall outlet is recommended, with the
water falling at a 90 degree angle directly down onto the
vessel. KL is available in solid surface with Softskin options
and supplied with a waste and unique stainless steel grate.
Basin
Solid surface white

Geo double 1600

Geo double 2100

Note: Vanity can be ordered with a left or right offset
bench top or centred
Mirror
Solid surface white frame and copper free mirror
Motif mirror
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Onda Washplane®
Solid surface white

Le Cob Bath

Ulisse Outlets

Seating

The soft fluid lines of the Onda Washplane® form an
elegant piece that has universal appeal.
Custom sizes available.

The signature Le cob bath is an extremely luxurious piece
for the bathroom and creates a unique bathing experience.
The soothing cascade overflow is naturally therapeutic,
reminiscent of a river, as the water falls onto the pebbles
below. Created from solid surface and glass, the Le cob is
supplied with waste, overflow drain tray and pebbles.

The elegant Ulisse outlets suit each and every bath,
basin and Washplane® in the Omvivo collection.
The following Ulisse wall, hob and floor outlets offer
a water flow rate of approximately 5 litres per minute.

The colourful and convenient seating options are not only
a fabulous addition to the bathroom, they can also be used
in a variety of environments.
Made from lightweight polyethylene, Tom and La la are
suitable for indoor or outdoor use.

Onda single 800

Bath
Solid surface white with glass and charcoal pebbles.

Ulisse wall outlets
Polished chrome

Colours

Onda single 1200

Onda double 1600

Ulisse hob and floor outlets
Polished chrome

Onda double 2100

Tom stool

La la stool
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